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know english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 05 2024
meaning of know in english know verb uk nəʊ us noʊ knew known know verb have information add to word list add to word list a1 i or t not continuous to

know definition meaning merriam webster Mar 04 2024
1 a 1 to perceive directly have direct cognition of 2 to have understanding of importance of knowing oneself 3 to recognize the nature of discern b 1 to recognize as being
the same as something previously known 2 to be acquainted or familiar with 3 to have experience of 2 a

know meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Feb 03 2024
meaning of know learner s dictionary know verb uk nəʊ us past tense knew past participle known know verb have information add to word list a1 to have

know definition meaning dictionary com Jan 02 2024
to perceive or understand as fact or truth to apprehend clearly and with certainty i know the situation fully to have established or fixed in the mind or memory to know a
poem by heart do you know the way to the park from here to be cognizant or aware of i know it

know verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes Dec 01 2023
transitive intransitive to have information in your mind as a result of experience or because you have learned or been told it know something no one knows the answer i
need to know your name the truth about what happened is not yet known all i know is that she used to work in a bank i have no other information about her know that

know grammar cambridge dictionary Oct 31 2023
from english grammar today we commonly use the verb know with a noun phrase with a that clause or with a wh clause e g who where why do you know the music shop

know verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes Sep 29 2023
transitive intransitive to realize understand or be aware of something know that as soon as i walked in the room i knew that something was wrong she knew she was dying
know what how etc i knew perfectly well what she meant

know definition and meaning collins english dictionary Aug 29 2023
apr 18 2024   know noʊ word forms 3rd person singular present tense knows present participle knowing past tense knew past participle known 1 verb no cont if you know a
fact a piece of information or an answer you have it correctly in your mind i don t know the name of the place verb noun

know definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jul 28 2023
to know something means to have a piece of information or a certain understanding of something if someone tells you their phone number and you remember it you know
there s a reason you can find the word know in the word knowledge to know is to have knowledge about something to be familiar with an idea or to recognize someone
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know definition meaning dictionary com Jun 26 2023
to have a familiarity or grasp of as through study or experience he knows french also intr may take a clause as object to understand be aware of or perceive facts etc he
knows the answer now foll by how to be sure or aware of how to be or do something to experience esp deeply to know poverty
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